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- **BSDNow 401: OpenBSD Dog Garage** [4]

  Dog's Garage Runs OpenBSD, EuroBSDcon 2021 Call for Papers, FreeBSD's iostat, The state of toolchains in NetBSD, Bandwidth limiting on OpenBSD 6.8, FreeBSD's ports migration to git and its impact on HardenedBSD, TrueNAS 12.0-U3 has been released, and more.

- **Context in Comprehension | Coder Radio 412** [5]

  From adventures in learning, a recipe for great collaborations, to creativity and problem-solving in tech. It's a deep dive chat with Wes Payne.

- **The Linux Link Tech Show Episode 905** [6]
fedora 34, register.com sucks, realestate
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